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Lizards facing mass extinction, new research
suggests
March 6, 2013

Dozens of species of lizards could become extinct
within the next 50 years.

(Phys.org) —Climate change could lead to dozens of species of lizards
becoming extinct within the next 50 years, according to new research.
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Globally it has been observed that lizards with viviparous reproduction
(retention of embryos within the mother's body) are being threatened by
changing weather patterns.
A new study suggests that the evolution of this mode of reproduction, which
is thought to be a key successful adaptation, could, in fact, be the species'
downfall under global warming.
Researchers from the University of Exeter and the University of Lincoln
investigated the hypotheses that historical invasions of cold climates by
Liolaemus lizards – one of the most diverse groups of vertebrates on earth –
have only been possible due to their evolution to viviparity (live birth) from
oviparity (laying eggs). Remarkably, however, once these species evolve
viviparity, the process is mostly irreversible and they remain restricted to
such cold climates.
By analysing this evolutionary transition in the lizards' reproductive modes
and projecting the future impact of climate change, the scientists discovered
that increasing temperatures in the species' historically cold habitats would
result in their areas of distribution being significantly reduced. As a
consequence, if global warming continues at the same rate, viviparous
lizards are facing extinction in the next few decades.
Dr Dave Hodgson, from Biosciences at the University of Exeter, said:
"Climate change must not be underestimated as a threat to modern patterns
of biodiversity. Our work shows that lizard species which birth live young
instead of laying eggs are restricted to cold climates in South America: high in
the Andes or towards the South Pole. As the climate warms, we predict that
these special lizard species will be forced to move upwards and towards the
pole, with an increased risk of extinction."
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Lead author Dr Daniel Pincheira-Donoso from the University of Lincoln's
School of Life Sciences is one of the few people in the world who works on
the ecology and evolution of these lizard species. He said: "Lizards'
reproduction is largely linked to climatic temperatures and viviparous species
are usually found in cold environments. When reptiles initially moved to colder
areas they needed to evolve emergency measures to succeed in these harsh
places, and we believe viviparity is one of these key measures. However, this
transition is mostly one-directional and unlikely to be reversed. Rapid
changes in the environment's temperature would demand rapid readaptations to secure the species' survival. Through the research we found
that over the next 50 years nearly half of the area where these species occur
may disappear, causing multiple extinctions due to climate change."
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Overall the conclusion is that although viviparity allowed lizards in the past to
invade and adapt to live in cold environments, and was therefore a key trait
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invade and adapt to live in cold environments, and was therefore a key trait
for evolutionary success, it will now ultimately lead to multiple events of
extinction.
Dr Pincheira-Donoso said: "These lizards are one of the most diverse groups
of animals, and are able to adapt to remarkably diverse conditions.
Unfortunately, a reduction in cold environments will reduce their areas of
existence, which means that their successful evolutionary history may turn
into a double-edged sword of adaptation. Their extinctions would be an
atrocious loss to biodiversity."
The paper 'The evolution of viviparity opens opportunities for a lizard radiation
but drives it into a climatic cul-de-sac' is published in the peer-reviewed
journal Global Ecology and Biogeography and was funded by the Leverhulme
Trust.
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What? No computer model of lizards per square mile and such?
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Science didn't lie, YOU climate blame believers did!
Only you remaining fear mongers of climate blame belief and you
lazy copy and paste news editors and you pandering politicians
are the ONLY ones saying it WILL be an actual crisis. Science
only says it "could be" a crisis and has NEVER said it is
imminent, only "likely". Not one IPCC warning is without
"maybes" proving it is in fact a total exaggeration. Former
believers are better planet lovers. The rest of you just hate our
kids.
Science didn't commit the climate change hoax, YOU did
Doomer!
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There's too much anger in you @mememine, beware the dark
side.
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Regarding the article, warm climate is known to benefit cold
blood animals, so I don't see their point... less viviparous? more
oviparous... and when the tendency reverses the contrary.
Lizards will be ok.
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Science didn't lie, YOU climate blame believers did!
Only you remaining fear mongers of climate blame belief
and you lazy copy and paste news editors and you
pandering politicians are the ONLY ones saying it WILL be
an actual crisis. Science only says it "could be" a crisis and
has NEVER said it is imminent, only "likely". Not one IPCC
warning is without "maybes" proving it is in fact a total
exaggeration. Former believers are better planet lovers.
The rest of you just hate our kids.
Science didn't commit the climate change hoax, YOU did
Doomer!

WoW! You managed to string togeather a whole boatload of
sentences! Bet your moma be right proud of you! Oh and look a
you-you even mamaged to include a word with more than 2
syllabels! Makes you look so smart!
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More news stories
Discovery of genetic mechanism allowing potato cultivation in
northern latitudes
(Phys.org) —An international team of scientists headed by Wageningen
University, The Netherlands, has discovered a genetic mechanism which
allows potato plants to develop tubers during the long days of ...

47 Tucanae: Probing extreme matter through observations of neutron stars
(Phys.org) —Neutron stars, the ultra-dense cores left behind after
massive stars collapse, contain the densest matter known in the
Universe outside of a black hole. New results from Chandra and
other X-ray ...
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New study detects deadly fungus in Southeast Asia's amphibian
trade
(Phys.org) —Ateam of scientists led by the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) and the National
University of Singapore (NUS), revealed in a new study, for the first time, the presence of the
pathogenic chytrid fungus ...
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Epigenetics unveils how plants may adapt to environments
throughout the world
Scientists at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies have identified patterns of
epigenomic diversity that not only allow plants to adapt to various
environments, but could also benefit crop production ...
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Study shows capuchins less receptive to others who refuse to help
when asked
(Phys.org) —Ateam of Japanese and British researchers has found that
capuchin monkeys behave less receptively towards people they observe who
refuse to help when asked by another person. In their paper ...

Ferrari and McLaren unveil hybrid supercars
Hybrids aren't just for fuel economy any more. Ferrari and
McLaren both on Tuesday unveiled sleek hybrid supercars
sculpted from carbon fiber at the Geneva Motor Show.

Study identifies new risk factor for heart disease among kidney dialysis patients
Kidney failure affects 25 million individuals in the U.S. and many more throughout
the world. Loss of kidney function means the majority of these patients must
undergo dialysis treatments to remove excess fluids and waste ...
Researchers reveal how the brain suppresses pain during times of stress
New findings about how the brain functions to suppress pain have been published
in the leading journal in the field Pain, by National University of Ireland Galway (NUI
Galway) researchers. For the first time, it has been s ...
Amazon orders 6th children's series pilot
(AP)—Amazon.com Inc. is continuing its push into producing original children's
series, ordering its sixth pilot of shows aimed at kids.
Excess dietary salt identified as autoimmune trigger
For the past few decades, health officials have been reporting
increases in the incidence of autoimmune diseases such as
multiple sclerosis (MS). Now researchers at Yale School of
Medicine, Harvard Medical ...
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Strange alien slime discovered living beneath the Nullarbor Plain
(Phys.org) —Deep in water-filled underground caves beneath Australia's
Nullarbor Plain, cave divers have discovered unusual 'curtains' of biological
material – known as Nullarbor cave slimes.
Biology / Ecology
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